BLAST-RESISTANT MODULES
LeaseFleet is our rental fleet of blast-resistant modules ready for immediate deployment, providing
quick and proven protection, guaranteed to meet the needs of virtually any project—no matter how
big. Engineered to our industry-leading safety specifications, each of our blast-resistant modules
adheres to API RP 752 and 753 and applies a proven, successfully blast tested design. Suitable for
both onshore and offshore applications, our LeaseFleet units can be delivered and supported anywhere in the Middle East, Asia Pacific, Europe, Africa and North America to serve your project needs.
Blast rating: 10 psi at 200 MS
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Response levels
Understanding response levels is a critical component in selecting the right blast-resistant modular building,
unfortunately it can also be somewhat misleading. When comparing blast-resistant modules, it is generally a
good idea to always consider the response level as a damage level. In fact, a low response level (low damage level) means that a building will stand up well to a blast and offer a better protection. All blast-resistant modules
produced by RedGuard Specialist Services meet the criteria for low or medium response ratings.
The following is how the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) defines each response level:
RESPONSE LEVEL

DAMAGE LEVEL

COST OF REPAIRS

LOW

Localized component damage. Building can be used, however repairs are
required to restore the integrity of
structural envelope.

Total cost of repairs
is moderate.

MEDIUM

Widespread component damage.
Building should not be occupied until
repaired.

Total cost of repairs
is significant.

HIGH

Key components may have lost structural integrity and building could collapse due to the environmental conditions (i.e. wind, snow, rain) may occur.
Building should not be occupied.

Total cost of repairs
approaches replacement cost of building.

Standard range
Our LeaseFleet is an established line of blast-resistant modules, available for sale and hire. They include modules of various sizes that serve diverse purposes, from refuge shelters and bunkers to engineering modules,
laboratories, workshops and more. Offered in three widths and a variety of lengths, our blast-resistant modules
can be configured to create virtually any structure you need, and they use our successfully blast tested design.
However, LeaseFleet modules for sale can be also provided in other sizes, fully customised to meet your project
specific requirements.

Plan ahead. We are proud to feature the world’s largest fleet of blast-resistant modules through our multiple,
strategically-placed distribution centres in the Middle East, Europe, Asia, and North America. It is important to
involve us in your planning process as soon as possible to ensure that you get the buildings you need in the most
economically efficient way possible.
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